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A previous paper discussed explicit bounds in the exponential approximation for the distribution of the 
waiting time until a stationary reversible Markov chain first enters a ‘rare’ subset of states. In this paper 
Stein’s method is used to get explicit (but complicated) bounds on the Poisson approximation for the 
number of non-adjacent visits to a rare subset. 
1. Introduction 
The Poisson approximation for numbers of rare events which actually occur, and 
the exponential approximation for the waiting time until first occurrence of a rare 
event, are useful throughout many areas on probability-one view of this big picture 
is presented in Aldous [l]. This paper and [2] are a theoretical study of explicit 
bounds in these approximations, in the special setting of hitting times of stationary 
reversible Markov chains. 
The following set-up and notation will be used throughout. (X,; t 30) is an 
irreducible finite-state reversible Markov chain in continuous time. Let r be the 
stationary distribution. We work throughout with the stationary chain, occasionally 
writing E, and P,, to remind ourselves. The matrix of transition rates has real 
eigenvalues 0 = A0 > -A, 2 -A2 . . . . Call r = l/h, the relaxation time of the chain. 
Let A be a fixed (proper, non-empty) subset of the state space, and let T 20 be the 
first hitting time on A. So O< E,T <OO. 
The vague general idea “if r(A) is small then T has approximately exponential 
distribution” has been well understood for a long time. Here is one clean formulation 
of that idea in the present setting. 
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Theorem 1. 
IP,(T/E,T> t)-e-‘lGT/E,T for all t>O. 0 
In the special case where A is a singleton this was proved by Brown [8]. That 
proof exploits the completely monotone property of the distribution of T, under 
the stationary initial distribution. In [2] it was shown that the general case could 
be reduced to the special case. Quite different techniques seem necessary to prove 
a Poisson limit theorem. Let us first say what such a theorem should look like. 
For the stationary chain, excursions inside A alternate with excursions outside 
A. For L> 0 let an L-vacation be an excursion outside A of duration 2 L. Call the 
intervals between L-vacations L-visits. So an L-visit comprises one or more excur- 
sions inside A, with the intervening excursions outside A each having duration less 
than L. Gefine 
NL( t) = number of starts of L-visits during [0, t] 
= number of ends of L-vacations during [0, t]. (1) 
It is intuitively clear that, for 7% L< E,T, the times of starts of L-visits should 
form approximately a Poisson process of rate l/E,T. The object of this paper is 
to use an implementation of Stein’s method due to Barbour and Holst to get an 
explicit (but complicated) error bound for the Poisson approximation NL( t) = 
Poisson(t/ET) at fixed times. These bounds are stated in Theorem 9 and the 
subsequent corollaries. Unfortunately these bounds are much less ‘clean’ than 
Theorem 1. Roughly, for fixed t/ET the error is order (T/ ET) log( ET/T). In view 
of Theorem 1 it is natural to believe that the log term is unnecessary. 
Our reason for doing this study is methodological. Over the last five years it has 
become clear that Stein’s method for approximating distributions of dependent sums 
is useful when the summands (loosely speaking) have either “much combinatorial 
symmetry” or “essentially finite-range dependence”. See Arratia et al. [4,3] and 
Barbour et al. [6,7] for Poisson approximations involving such sums. It is not yet 
clear whether the method has substantially wider scope. Bluntly, this paper indicates 
how far one can get in this particular problem without having a new idea about 
implementing Stein’s method. We regard the problem posed here as a natural ‘test 
case’ for new implementations of the method. 
Let us emphasize that our results are ‘absolute’ inequalities, i.e., do not involve 
any unspecified constants depending on the Markov chain under consideration. 
There are two reasons for this emphasis. First, without going into details we assert 
that our results extend unchanged to continuous-space stationary reversible processes 
(under weak regularity conditions-say strong Markov and cadlag paths). For such 
processes we may have T = co, but the results are only interesting when T < 00. One 
explanation is that the proofs extend, unchanged except for terminology. Another 
explanation is that, given a continuous-space process, one may express it as a weak 
limit of finite-state processes in such a way that relaxation times, first hitting times 
and the other parameters of interest converge. 
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The second reason for our emphasis is that, if explicit bounds are not required, 
then exponential, Poisson and compound Poisson limit theorems can be derived in 
very great generality by ‘soft’ arguments based either upon regeneration (e.g., for 
Harris positive-recurrent chains) or upon characterizations of the limit process via 
independent increments (e.g., for non-Markovian stationary processes under mixing 
hypotheses). So there is no point in proving such results by ad hoc arguments 
depending on special structure. Conversely, Smith [9] observed that certain ‘mixing 
hypothesis’ results could be quantified via Stein’s method, giving bounds in terms 
of the mixing coefficients. This seems unsatisfactory as a general procedure, since 
to estimate such coefficients one needs to use the structure of the process, and it 
seems preferable to give bounds directly in terms of natural parameters of the process. 
2. Tools 
Recall that we work with the stationary chain (X,). It is convenient to standardize 
time by setting 
ET=l, 
which of course involves no loss of generality for theoretical results. In practice, 
estimating ET well can be hard: see [2] for some bounds. Note that, after standardiz- 
ing time, we are interested in the case 7 4 1. 
Our arguments has four ingredients of rather different flavors, which we lay out 
in this section. We shall need a technical result from [2, Lemma 131. 
Lemma 2. The density function f(t) of T is completely monotone and satisfies: 
(a) f(t) C 1+ 7/(2t), t > 0. 
(b) f(t)zl-27-t, t>O. 
(c) Ocf(t,)-f(t2)s2(tZ-t,)for t ,~t,~~(5+2log(l/~)),prouided~=~l. 0 
Associate with the stationary chain a marked point process, defined as follows. 
For each excursion (t, , tJ of the chain outside A, put a ‘point’ at t, and mark it 
with the duration 1 = t2 - t, of the excursion. This point process has rate r(2) defined 
by 
P(excursion of length E (I, 1+ dl) starts during (s, s + ds)) = r(Z) dl ds. 
The next lemma relates r(Z) to the density f(t) of T for the stationary chain. 
Lemma 3. For L> 0, 
f(L)= CC 
I 
r( 1) dl = rate of starts of L-vacations, 
L 
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Proof. This is a standard renewal-theory relationship. Fix L. Consider the asymptotic 
proportion of time s such that 
Xstu~AC for all O<usL, X,+,+,, E A. (2) 
Each L-vacation contains an interval of length dL of such s, and so the asymptotic 
proportion equals 
(rate of starts of L-vacations) x (dL). 
But computing the stationary probability of the event (2) gives f(L) dL. 0 
Recall that our goal is to study NL(f) defined at (1). Lemma 3 implies 
EN,(t) = f(L). (3) 
Because NL( t) is decreasing in L, this enables us to bound the effect of varying L, 
as follows: 
EIN&) - NL>(f)l~ U(L) -f(L2)), Ll CL*. (4) 
So in the sequel it is enough to get a bound for some L in the range T < L +Z 1, and 
then (4) and Lemma 2(c) imply a bound for all L in that range. 
Another ingredient is the following well-known ‘maximal correlation’ property 
of stationary reversible Markov chains. 
Lemma 4. 
exp(-t/r)=max{cor(Z,,Z2): Z,E ~(X.~,~~O),Z,E~(X,,S~~)) 
= ry cor(h(&), g(X)). 0 
The final ingredient is the following implementation of Stein’s method given by 
Barbour and Holst [6, Theorem 2.11. Write ]I . IITv for total variation distance between 
distributions: 
Proposition 5. Let (B,; 1s is k) be events. Let N = CF=, 1 B, count how many of these 
events occur. Let A = EN = xi P( Bi). For each i let N, have the conditional distribution 
of N - 1 given Bi, andfor each i let (NC’), Ni) be some joint distribution with NC’) g N. 
Then 
]]dist( N) - Poisson(A)]l,v smin(1, A-‘)C P(B,)E1N”‘- N,/. 0 
I 
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3. Proofs 
We start with a coupling construction. 
Lemma 6. Consider a triple (X, B, I’), where X and Y are non-negative integer-valued 
r.u.‘s, and B is an event. Suppose: 
(al) The maximal correlation between 9(X) and 9(B, Y) is at most p. 
(a2) 7’he maximal correlation between 9(X, B) and .9( Y) is at most p. 
(b) EX2< m2 and EY2c II?. 
De$ne (X*, Y*) to have the conditional distribution of (X, Y) given B. Then there 
exists a joint distribution for ((X, Y), (X*, Y*)) such that 
EI(X+ Y) -(X*+ Y*)Is 12 max(a3’2P~s’X(B)p”4, vP~“~(B)~“~). 
Proof. If events F, G have correlation c then 
P(Fn G)-P(F)P(G)=c~P(F)P(F’)P(G)P(G’) 
and so 
(P(FnG)-P(F)P(G)(s($(m. 
Applying (5) to F = {X = i, B} and G = { Y = j} gives, using (a2), 
IP(X = i, B, Y = j) - P(X = i, B)P( Y = j)l <$tpm. 
Applying (5) to F = B and G = {X = i} gives, using (al), 
IP(X=i, B)-P(X=i)P(B)I<ipm. 
Combining these, 
IP(X=i,B, Y=j)-P(X=i)P(B)P(Y=j)lcpm. 
In other words 
(P(X* = i, Y* = j) - P(X = i)P( Y = j)l < PP~“~( B). 
Let K 11 be an integer. Then 
K--l K-1 
x c lP(x*=’ I, Y* = j) - P(X = i)P( Y = j)l s K’pP-l”(B). 
i=o j-0 
The same argument gives a better bound for P(X = i, Y = j). Combining, 
(5) 
K-1 K-l 
c c Ipw*=; z Y*=j)-P(X=i, Y=j)[s2K2pPm”2(B). 
i=lJ j=() 
(6) 
Now apply the general inequality 
IIcL-P*IITv~~~~ ldi)-~*(iN+dCc) 
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to C={X>K or YaK}, to get 
I)dist(X*, Y*) -dist(X, Y)I]-,-,, 
<2K2pP~1’2(B)+P(X?5K or YaK) 
G~~P~“~(B)K~+~cT~K-~= P(R,), say. (7) 
Now given two distributions whose total variation distance is d, we can construct 
random variables Z and Z” with those distributions such that Z = Z* outside an 
event 0 of probability d. So we can construct a joint distribution such that (X, Y) = 
(X*, Y*) outside an event OK with probability (7). Then 
EI(X+ Y)-(X*+ Y*)IsEXl,, +EX*lR, +EYln,+EY*ln,. 
But 
The same bound holds for Y*, and this bound (without the P(B) term) holds for 
X and Y. So 
E((X+ Y)-(X*+ Y*)ls4o J P(fin,) ~ P(B) ’ (8) 
The final step is to choose an integer K to minimize P(Qn,). By considering 
K = max( [a”4J, 1) one can verify that for a > 0, 
r$nK2+aK-2G~max(a”2, 1). > 
Then by scaling, for a, b > 0, 
pin bK2+aK~2~~max((ba)“2, b). > 
Applying this to (7) and (8) leads to the bound stated in the lemma. 0 
Here is the set-up where we shall apply Proposition 5. Fix L and to, with to/L 
an integer. Divide the time interval [0, to] into successive intervals of length L. Let 
B, be the event “some L-vacation ends during [(i - l)L, iL]“. Note that at most one 
such ending can occur during [(i - l)L, iL]. Thus NL( to) equals the number of events 
(Bi: 1 G is to/L) which occur. We shall use Proposition 5 to approximate NL( to) 
by the Poisson distribution. Note that from Lemma 3, 
P(B,) = Lf(L). (9) 
Note also that the occurrence of Bi depends only on the behavior of the chain 
during time [(i - 2) L, iL]. 
Lemma 7. 
P(B,nBj)~ 
L(f(L) -f(3L)), j = 2,3, 
P2(B,)+epCi-31L”P(B1), jZ4. 
(10) 
(11) 
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Proof. ForjZ4 we have B~E~(XS:S~(~-~)L) and B,E%(X,:S<L), and so 
Lemma 4 implies cor(B, , Bj) s e-ci-3)‘T. This establishes (11). For (lo), consider 
the event D defined by: 
there is some L-vacation containing 2L and contained in (0,3L). 
Clearly B, n (B, u B2) c D, and so 
max( P( B, n B2), P( B, n B3)) = max( P( B, n B3), P( Bz n B3)) < P(D). 
By Lemma 3 the chance that an excursion outside A starts during (s, s + ds) and 
ends during (t, f + dt) is -f’( t - s) ds d t. So 
P(D) = 
II 
-f’( t - s) dt ds 
Ors~ZL~r~3L;f~s>L 
zz 
I 
oL(f(2L-s)-f(3L-s))ds+~2L L (f(L) -f(3L-s)) ds 
= Lf(L)-P(2L< T<3L). 
Because f is decreasing, P(2L< T < 3L) z Lf(3L), establishing (10). •i 
Lemma 8. 
LIT 
Jw(to) =s : +zIL, ~ tof(L)+ t:f2(L)+4t,(f(L)-f(3L))= u2, say. 
Proof. Set K = to/L. Then 
K-l 
ENi = Kro+2 1 (K -j)q, 
j=l 
where 5 = P(B, n Bj+,). So ro= Lf(L), implying Kr,= tof(L). By (lo), 
Kr,+Kr,G2KL(f(L)-f(3L))=2to(f(L)-f(3L)). 
By (ll), for js3, 
so 
5 G (Lf( L))‘+ Lf( L)s’-*, where s = e-L’T. 
K-l 
1 (K-j)rjs$K2(Lf(L))‘+KLf(L) F 
j=3 i=* 
si =;t;f*(L)+ t&f(L) 5. 
Combining these bounds establishes the lemma. 0 
(12) 
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We can now give the Poisson approximation result. Here is the raw version. 
Theorem 9. Let ET = 1. Let to/L be an integer. Then 
Ildist(N,(t”))-Poisson(t,f(L))II..~ (A,+AJ min(l, hf(L)), 
where A,, A2 are specified by (13), (14) below. 
Proof. Fix i. Let N”“’ and NT be as in Proposition 5, but only counting events B, 
with Ij - iI 2 3. We want to apply Lemma 6 to the events Bi = “some L-vacation 
ends during [(i - l)L, iL]” and to the r.v.‘s 
i-3 $J L 
x = c ls,, Y= 1 18,. 
j=l j=i+3 
The hypotheses of Lemma 6 holds with p = eCL’I, for (T as in Lemma 8. The 
conclusion of Lemma 6 is that we can arrange a joint distribution of N”“’ and NF 
such that 
E/N*(“- N~~~12max(~3’2(Lf(L))~5’xe~L’4T,a(Lf(L))~3’4e~L’2T) 
-A,, say. (13) 
Taking into account the extra j’s, we can write 
E/N”‘- N,(<A,+A,*, 
where 
Af=.5P(B,)+2P(B,IB,)+2P(B3~BI) 
~5Lj”(L)+4f(L~~~~3L)=A2, say, by Lemma 7 
The theorem now follows from the conclusion of Proposition 5. 0 
Remarks. Theorem 9 gives a bound involving to, 7, L and f(L), f(3L). But we can 
use Lemma 2 to bound f( L), f(3 L) in terms of the other quantities, and thus obtain 
a bound on the Poisson approximation involving only to, T, L. This is done in the 
corollaries below-although the results could be presented in many different ways. 
Corollary 10. Let ET = 1. Suppose T G &, and dejine LO = ye log( l/ 7). Then for all 
t > 0, 
Remarks. For 7 > & the bound is greater than 1 and so the result is vacuous. Also, 
we could replace the given Poisson distribution by the Poisson distribution with 
mean t, by adding an extra term t/l -f(L,)/ to the bound, but then bounding this 
extra term via Lemma 2 would create an (asymptotically) much larger bound than 
that stated. 
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Proof. We want to apply Theorem 9 to the largest integer multiple to of L,, with 
to G t. Arithmetic gives 
and then from Lemma 2(a), (b), 
0.953 Sf( L”) s g . 
Lemma 2(c) gives 
f(L0) -f(3L,) s 4L0, 
and then 
A,s 5L,f(L,)+ 16L,/f(L,) by (14) 
G22L, using (16). 
Next, from (13) and (16), 
A, < 13 max(~3/2L,‘/‘~“/x, ~Lo~/~r”/~). 
For (~3 1 the first term is larger, so 
A, s 13L~5’xr’3’x max(1, v~‘~). 
Using (15) to bound ( r/L,J5” we get 
A,~~~rnax(l,(~~‘~)~~~rnax(l,a~). 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
Because g2 2 t,,f( L,) we have by Theorem 9, 
Ildist(N,,(t,) - Poisson(t,f(Lo))lJTv~ (A, +A,) min(1, a2> 
522L,+&max(l, u’) min(1, u’) 
~222L~+$L,+7~ by (15). (18) 
The definition of u2 in Lemma 8 and (15), (17) give a crude bound 
a2S (to+ t;,. 
Finally, for integer-valued r.v.‘s 
Ildist(X) -dist( Y)jITv SP(X# Y)GqX- YI 
Because 0 s t - t,, 5 Lo we have using (4), 
Ildist(l\r,(t)) -dMNdh))IITv~ W(LJ, (19) 
jIPoisson( tf( Lo)) - Poisson( tof( Lo)) JJrvS L,f( Lo). (20) 
Combining (18), (19), (20) and using the crude bound 2L,j(L,) s 3L0, we establish 
the corollary. 0 
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To get a similar result for general L, one could repeat the argument above with 
L in place of L,,. But as mentioned earlier, it seems simpler to apply (4) and 
Lemma 2, which leads to the following result. 
Corollary 11. Let ET = 1. Suppose T s &, and dejine L, = yr log( l/r). Then for all 
t>O and all L2~(5+2log(l/r)), 
Ildist(~~(t))-Poisson(tf(L))(I,v~(25+~(t+t2))L,+4tlL-L,I. 0 
Remarks. We have not taken much care to keep the numerical constants small. The 
presence of the ‘t*’ terms in the bounds is an artifact of our crude argument around 
(6). On the other hand, getting errors of at least order r log(l/r) seems intrinsic to 
any technique of proof involving breaking time into blocks and using the fact that 
blocks are almost l-dependent. Theorem 1 gave bounds on the exponential approxi- 
mation by completely different methods, but is is not clear what different method 
could be used for Poisson approximation. 
4. Final remarks 
1. We defined L-visits to a subset A in terms of ‘time.’ One could instead work 
in terms of ‘space’ by considering B with A c B, defining a B-visit to be the period 
of time spent on A during one excursion inside B, and then defining NR(t) to be 
the number of B-visits before time t. In concrete examples, this might be more 
natural. Charles Stein, lecturing at Stanford in June 1991, outlined how to use this 
idea to obtain an exponential approximation for hitting times for random walk on 
the torus. 
2. Let us briefly indicate what one can do by ‘soft’ arguments, if one does not 
require explicit error bounds. Take a sequence of stationary reversible chains and 
subsets, and standardize time so that E,T = 1. A subsequential weak limit of 
stationary point processes with ‘mixing times’ + 0 must be a point process with 
stationary independent increments and hence a compound Poisson process. To 
check the limit is a simple Poisson process, it is enough to check that Var( NL( t)) + t, 
and one can use our Lemma 8 or easier cruder estimates. Such an argument shows 
Proposition 12. Consider a sequence of reversible chains and subsets, with E,T = 1. 
Suppose r-,0. Let L-+0 and L/(~log(l/r))+03. Then 
(NL(t); tz0) $N(t); ts0), 
where N(t) is a Poisson counting process of rate 1. 0 
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3. We also expect a compound Poisson approximation for the total sojourn time 
in A during [0, t]. One can certainly give soft limit theorems analogous to Proposition 
12, but no results with explicit error bounds are known. It would be interesting if 
Stein’s method could be developed to handle such compound Poisson approxima- 
tions. Neither the simple trick in Arratia et al. [3, Section 3.11 nor the more 
sophisticated ideas in Barbour et al. [5] seem helpful. 
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